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Suppression of quantum phase interference in the molecular magnet Fe8
with dipolar-dipolar interaction
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Renormalized tunnel splitting with a finite distribution in the biaxial spin model for molecular magnets is
obtained by taking into account the dipolar interaction of enviromental spins. Oscillation of the resonant tunnel
splitting with a transverse magnetic field along the hard axis is smeared by the finite distribution, which
subsequently affects the quantum steps of the hysteresis curve evaluated in terms of the modified Landau-Zener
model of spin flipping induced by the sweeping field. We conclude that the dipolar-dipolar interaction drives
decoherence of quantum tunneling in the molecular magnet Fe8, which explains why the quenching points of
tunnel splitting between odd and even resonant tunneling predicted theoretically were not observed experi-
mentally.
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Macroscopic quantum phenomena in magnetic molec
clusters have been an attractive field of research in re
years.1–8 Octanuclear iron~III ! oxo-hydroxo cluster Fe8 is of
special interest because it shows not only regular steps in
hysteresis curve but also oscillation of the tunnel splitt
due to quantum phase interference.3 Oscillation of tunnel
splitting of the ground state with respect to the external fi
along the hard axis was predicted theoretically by Garg4 as a
consequence of the quantum phase interference of tu
paths, and it was subsequently generalized to tunnelin
excited states and resonant tunneling for the quantum tra
tion between different quantum states with itsx component
of the spinSx5210 and 102n ~along the easy axis of Fe8)
recently.6 The quenching points between even and oddn
have a shiftp/2. However, a serious problem—why th
theoretically predicted shift of quenching points of tunn
splitting between odd and even resonant tunneling was
observed in the experimental hysteresis curves,3,6,9—remains
to be solved. This is the main motivation of this paper. H
we use the Landau-Zener model3,8–10 to describe the spin
flipping induced by the sweeping field with a modified ba
tunnel splitting considering the dipolar interaction with en
ronmental spins. There are two basic interactions to be c
sidered: spin-phonon and spin-spin interactions. For the
lecular magnets Fe8 in the mK temperature region, the spin
phonon interaction8 can be safely ignored as the spin-latti
relaxation time is extremely long.11 The interaction between
the big spin and the environmental spins was considere
the main source of decoherence of tunneling in magn
macromolecules12 and recently it was shown that the nucle
spin plays an important role in magnetic relaxation.13,14 In
this paper, starting from the mean-field approximation,

dipolar interaction is treated as a local stray fieldhW ~see the
following! with a Gaussian distribution. The tunnel splittin
in the Landau-Zener transition rate should be considere
an average over the local stray fieldhW . In doing so we find
that the quenching of the tunneling due to quantum inter
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ence is suppressed by the local stray field, and the step
the hysteresis curve corresponding to odd resonant tunne
are understood.

We start with the biaxial spin model for the molecul
magnets Fe8.3–5 The Hamiltonian is given by15

H5K1Sz
21K2Sy

22gmBS•~B1hW !, ~1!

whereK1.K2.0 andB is the external magnetic field. Th
term 2gmBS•hW is the dipolar-dipolar interaction betwee
the magnetic molecular cluster and the environmental sp
i.e., hW 5( j Ji j Sj , where the summation runs over the neig
boring clusters. Strictly speaking, this should be a ma
body problem. In this paper,hW is treated approximately as
local stray field,hW 5( j Ji j ^Sj&. Both experimental14 and the
Monte Carlo studies16,17 show thathW has a random distribu
tion with a distribution width in proportion to (12uM u) and
its mean value proportional toM whereM is the total mag-
netization of the system. Here we assume thathW has a Gauss-
ian distribution with an equal distribution width in a
directions:18

P~hW !5
1

~2ps2!3/2
exp@2~hW 2hW 0!2/2s2#. ~2!

To simulate the experimental setup,3 the external magnetic
field is taken to beB5$Bx,0,Bz%: a uniform fieldBz along
the hard axis and the sweeping fieldBx on the easy axisBx
5nDB6ct wheren is an integer,DB is the field interval
between neighboring resonant tunneling, andc5dBx /dt. In
the following calculation, we takeK150.310 K, K2
50.229 K, and c50.1 T/sec for the molecular magne
Fe8.3

Theoretically, quantum tunneling for a spin system wit
out a local stray field can be understood in the instan
method,4–6 the Landau-Zener model,8–10 and by diagonaliz-
ing the Hamiltonian numerically.3,19 The instanton method
can give the tunnel splitting. When the field along the ea
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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axis satisfies the resonant conditionBx1hx5nDB, the tran-
sition rate, while the field on the easy axis sweeps over
resonant point, is given by the Landau-Zener transit
formula,8–10 PLZ512exp(2pDn

2/nn), whereDn is the tunnel
splitting andnn52gmB\(2s2n)c. It should be noted that in
this way we have assumed tacitly that the tunnel splitting
all spins inside the resonant window are thesameand thus
all spins tunnel with thesametransition rate. However, whe
the local stray field due to the dipolar-dipolar interaction
taken into account, such a picture should be modified
random distribution of local stray fields like Eq.~2! with a
distribution widths;0.05 T typical for the molecular mag
nets Fe8 will block the resonant tunneling of either th
ground state or the low-lying excited states.13 Nevertheless,
such a problem can be circumvented by using a swee
field along the easy field. WhenBx sweeps over the resona
point, it will make the spins with differenthx’s satisfy the
resonant condition and allows continuous relaxation. Si
the tunnel splitting is very sensitive to the transverse lo
fieldsBz1hz , andhy ,4–6 the spins tunnel withdifferenttun-
nel splitting whileBx is sweeping over the resonant poin
Consequently, the spin transition rate observed in the exp
ment should be given by

^PLZ&.12exp$2p^Dn
2&/nn%, ~3!

where^•••& represents the average over the distribution
the local stray field, i.e.,̂ Dn

2&5*Dn
2(hW )p(hW )dhW . Accord-

ingly, the tunnel splitting extracted from the measured tr
sition rate should beA^Dn

2& but notDn . In other words, the
starting point to understand the experimental observa
should beA^Dn

2& instead ofDn . The two quantities are quali
tatively different from each other as we shall show in t
following.

The instanton method4–6 is efficient and powerful to
evaluate the tunnel splittingDn . The Lagrangian for the bi-
axial model, Eq.~1!, is

L~n!52s\~12cosu!ḟ2^nuHun&, ~4!

where un& is the spin-coherent state. With the help of t
mapping technique, (f,p5s\ cosu) is regarded as a pair o
canonical variables. To calculate the excited-state tunne
or resonant tunneling, one needs to apply the Bo
Sommerfeld quantization rulerpdf5n\ to define the clas-
sical orbits (n is an integer!. Then a propagator with both
imaginary and real time will be used to describe the tunn
ing between two degenerate states,

K~nf ,T/2;ni ,2T/2!5^nf ueiHT/\uni&

5E dVexpF i

\E2T/2

T/2

L~n!dtG . ~5!

The tunnel splitting is found by integrating over two dege
erate classical orbits. In molecular magnets Fe8 the local
stray field is rather weak, i.e.,gmBuhW u/(K2s)!1. We calcu-
late the tunnel splitting at thenth resonant tunneling poin
with the transverse fieldBz1hz andhy and obtain that
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Dn'
Qn

2
e2Sc

n
$ue2qhy1e22qhy

12 cos@2~sp2np/22dnhz2dnBz!#u%1/2, ~6!

whereSc
n is the instanton action,

Sc
n5E

0

p2fn
dfA V~f!2En

K1~12lsin2f!1~gmBnDh/s!cosf
,

~7!

V~f!5K2s2sin2f2gmBnDhscosf

2
@gmB~hz1Bz!#

2

2K1~12l sin2f!12~gmBnDh/s!cosf
, ~8!

En is the energy of thenth excited state,fn is the turning
point determined byV(p2fn)5En , Qn is the prefactor,

Qn.4p/AV9~0!~2K11gmBnDh/s!, ~9!

q5gmBpl1/2/2K2(12l)1/2, l5K2 /K1, and

dn5
gmB

2K1
E

0

p df

12sin2f2
gmB

2K2s
nDh cosf

. ~10!

Using the parameters in Fe8, it is found that the contribution

from hy and hz to Sc
n and thusQne2Sc

n
is very small under

the conditiongmBuhW u/(K2s)!1. The average value ofDn
2 is

given by

^Dn
2&'

Qn0
2

4
e22Sc0

n
$e2q2s2

~e2qh01e22qh0!

12e22dn
2s2

cos@2~sp2np/22dnh02dnBz!#%,

~11!

where Qn05Qn(hz5hy50), and Sc0
n 5Sc

n(hz5hy50). In
the absence of a stray field, i.e.,s5h050, the above expres
sion reduces to

A^Dn
2&us5h0505Dn~hx5hy50!

5Qn0e2Sc0
n

ucos~sp2np/22dnBz!u,

~12!

which indicates the oscillation of the tunnel splitting with th
transverse field and a shiftp/2 of quenching point between
the odd and even resonant tunneling, recovering the res
in the previous works.3–6 This is known as a result of the
quantum interference of the tunneling along two differe
paths. The qualitative difference betweenA^Dn

2& andDn(hx

5hy50) can now be seen by comparing Eq.~12! with Eq.
~11!. In the case ofBz50 and integer spin, Eq.~12! predicts
that odd-n resonant tunneling quenches due to the quan
interference, while in the presence of the stray field, Eq.~11!,
gives nonzero tunnel splitting,
1-2
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A^Dn
2&q.

A2

2
Qn0e2Sc0

n Ae2q2s2
2e22dn

2s2
, ~13!

for h050. The quenching due to the quantum interferenc
suppressed by the local stray field. In another word the qu
tum tunneling for oddn is decoherenced because of the
polar interaction with the environmental spins. The tun
splittings of all six resonant tunnelings for the molecu
magnets Fe8 with and without a local stray field are shown
Table I. We see thatA^Dn

2& for an oddn increases from zero
while the random field becomes stronger. The random fi
also increases the tunnel splitting of even resonant tunne
It increases about 2.7 times ass becomes as large as 0.08
which resolves the puzzle that the experimental observa
is about 3.0 times larger than the numerical result for
tunnel splitting.3 A detailed evolution of the tunnel splitting
with the distribution width around the topological quenchi
points is shown in Fig. 1. As the width of the distribution
proportional to (12uM u), the calculated results for differen
M are shown in Fig. 1, which are in good agreement with
experimental observation~see Fig. 10 in Ref. 20!. One can
see from Eq.~11! that the main effect ofh0 is to provide an
initial phase and thus shifts the oscillation. For Fe8 , h0
.s/4,16 and the effect of modification for nonzeroh0 is
almost omissible.

The oscillation of the tunnel splitting fors510 with vari-
ous distribution widths ’s is shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, i

TABLE I. Tunnel splittingA^Dn
2& ~the unit is kelvin! for Fe8 in

the case ofBz5h050.

n s50.0 T s50.02 T s50.05 T s50.08 T

0 8.399310210 8.547310210 1.08731029 2.31231029

1 0.0 2.45931029 3.26631029 6.45031029

2 3.41431028 3.47331028 4.41831028 9.39331028

3 0.0 2.39931027 3.18731027 6.29331027

4 2.01531026 2.05031026 2.60831026 5.54431026

5 0.0 9.87831026 1.31231025 2.59131025

6 6.22431025 6.33331025 8.05531025 1.71331024

FIG. 1. Illustration of A^Dn
2& (n50,1) around topological

quenching points due to quantum interference with different dis
bution widths ’s.
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is shown that the oscillation of the tunnel splitting due
quantum interference is suppressed by the local stray fielhW .
For a distribution widths50.05 T which is estimated for
Fe8,9,13 the oscillation of tunnel splitting with respect to th
field along the hard axis is still visible, while the oscillatio
is suppressed completely for the width as large as 0.08 T
fact, when the distribution width approaches the half osci
tion period, the oscillation due to quantum interference d
appears and the classical behavior—i.e., tunnel splitting
creases monotonously withBz—is resumed. The above
analysis leads to a decoherence mechanism for quantum
terference due to the dipolar-dipolar interactions between
spins without dissipation.12

The magnetization jump from the spin flipping at resona
tunneling can be calculated from the modified Landau-Ze
transition rate given in Eq.~3!. In principle the time evolu-
tion of the spin system in Eq.~1! can be obtained by solving
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation i\(]/]t)uF&
5HuF&, which contains a set of (2s11) coupled differen-
tial equations for the model in Eq.~1!. It was shown19 that
the coupled differential equations can be reduced to tha
an effective two-level system with the effective Hamiltonia
Here we have

Heff~ t !5S 2~102n!gmBct A^Dn
2&/2

A^Dn
2&/2 10gmBct

D , ~14!

near the resonant condition, and the time-dependent sta
given by uFeff&5a210(t)u210&1a102n(t)u102n&. The tun-
neling splitting in Eq.~14! is A^Dn

2& instead ofDn as we
discussed. Correspondingly, the magnetization jump from
nth resonant tunneling is obtained as

DMn5^FeffuSxuFeff&u t51`2^FeffuSxuFeff&u t52` .
~15!

Numerical results are shown in Fig. 3. It is worth emphas
ing that the resulting jump is modified as a rather smooth
due to the local stray field. The hysteresis curves in Fig. 3
drawn with the initial condition ofSx5210, i.e.,a210(t
52`)51. As is shown in Fig. 3 the steps in the hystere

i-

FIG. 2. The oscillation ofA^D0
2& with different distribution

width s ’s for s510. From top to bottom:s50.08 T, 0.05 T, 0.02
T, and 0.0 T.
1-3
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curve are smeared gradually with increasing the distribut
width of the local stray field and the observed curve
experiment3,9 can be recovered from the present theory.

In this paper, the local stray field is treated as a ‘‘froze
one inside the resonant window. Strictly speaking, both
width and mean value of the distribution of the field shou
vary with the time-dependent magnetization during the re
nant tunneling. However, it should be noted that a ‘‘froze
distribution is based on the validity of the Landau-Zen
model. If the spins ‘‘feel’’ the change of the local field due t
spin flipping, the spin transition rate is no longer the one
Eq. ~3!. In that case, one should consider the nonline
Landau-Zener tunneling21 and the ‘‘hole-digging’’
mechanism.13,14 This indicates that our result is valid whe
the field sweeping rate is not too small such that the evo
tion of the local field is relatively slower than the sweepin
field. Namely, the overlap time of two levels in resonan
t1;Dn /(2mBSc) should be less than the characteristic r

FIG. 3. Hysteresis curves with different distribution widt
s ’s.
n

l-
,

r
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laxation timet2 due to the dipolar-dipolar interaction. Thi
means that the field sweeping ratec.c0;Dn /(2mBSct2).
In Fe8,14,16 the ground-state tunnelingD0;1027 K, t2
;1025 sec, andc0 is estimated to be 1023 T/sec., which is
in good agreement with the experimental condition.3,20 On
the other hand, a finite distribution of tunnel splitting due
the local stray field has a deeper impact on the magn
relaxation. If all the spins tunnel with the same tunneli
rate, the magnetic relaxation should obey the exponen
law, i.e. e2Gt whereG52PLZc/A, whereA is amplitude of
the ac field used in the experiment.20 Instead, in the presen
picture, there is a finite distribution of tunnel splittingp(Dn)
which will lead to a finite distribution of the relaxation rat
p(G) characteristic of a complex system like spin glass22

Consequently the resulting relaxation will obviously devia
from the simple exponential law as observed in t
experiment.20 Further analysis will be provided elsewhere.

We have studied the effect of dipolar interaction betwe
giant spins in the molecular magnets Fe8 in the mean-field
approximation which leads to a Zimman term of the spin
a local stray field. Our main observation is that the topolo
cal quench due to the quantum phase interference of tu
paths is suppressed by the finite distribution of the local st
field and the steps in the hysteresis curve correspondin
odd resonant tunneling are explained theoretically. Thus
conclude that the dipolar-dipolar interaction leads to the
coherence of quantum tunneling in Fe8. Finally it is worth
pointing out that the mechanism of decoherence may no
just limited in Fe8, but can be generalized to other molecul
magnets such as Mn12 since the local stray field due to th
dipolar-dipolar and hyperfine interactions always exists.
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